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I. Introduction 

1. A changing political world order of states but an unchallenged legal world order of states 

a) The world order of states 
• a planet divided into "states", each with its own legal system 

• three legal foundations of all law and legal power on this planet: the principle of the territorial state,  
the self-determination of peoples and the sovereignty of the state 

• public international law as a complementing rudimentary legal world order 

b) From the solitary loner state to joint markets, inter- and supranational cooperation and integration 
• a long and slow development, starting only after World War II 

• the rise of geo-regional and global law and institutions 

• the concepts of open statehood and integrated statehood [offene Staatlichkeit, integrierte Staatlichkeit] 

• no return to the old ways without major economic and social decline 

• however, until today no challenge of the world order of states and its elements as legal foundations of all law and 
legal power on this planet 

2. International cooperation, supranational cooperation and integration 
• see Diagram 1 (from the course Introduction to the European Union, Semester 2, 2019/20) 

• in supranational cooperation a supranational organisation directly exercises public power in its member states 

• integration implies uniting the states as a whole to a new, exclusive general political community 

3. Geo-regionalisation and globalisation 
• not competing but complementary processes 

4. Why do we need geo-regional integration? 
• few states left big enough to fulfill their mission alone 

• idea of comprehensive fair and non-hegemonial cooperation only and directly at global level illusive 

• state needs embedding in and support of powerful regional community of states sharing, defending and promoting rather 
similar cultures, values and interests 

• geo-regionalisation a way for smaller states to maintain influence even in a globalising world 

• realistic alternative is not to be "independent" but to merge to bigger, geo-regional states 

II. The integration of Europe in a supranational union, based on law 

1. Understanding the European Union 

a) A non-state but state-like geo-regional organisation of integration, performing on a large scale public 

missions by the exercise of supranational public power in its member states 
• more than an intern. or supran. organisation, a confederation or a combination of both but not yet a federal state 

• accomplishes its integrative function primarily by legislation and regulation but also serves as institutional frame-
work for intergovernmental cooperation and as habitat for the substantive integration law 

b) The first representative of a new form of organisation, emerged in the process of European integration and 

designed for a long transition from the nation-state to the civilisation state 
• not invented but emerged as result of many developments, reforms and compromises 

• designed for the transition to a geo-regional federal state but not necessarily leading to it 

• a dynamic form of organisation 

c) The debate on the legal nature: "compound of states" ["Staatenverbund"], "compound of states and 

constitutions" or supranational union? 
• the state-centred "Staatenverbund" doctrine of the German Federal Constitutional Court 

- Maastricht judgement of 1993 (BVerfGE 89, 155); Lisbon judgement of 2009 (BVerfGE 123, 267) 

• the "unconventional" approach of some scholars: Union, states, Treaties and constitutions as constitutional unity 

• the union-centered approach of a general theory of the supranational union 

2. The member state in the European Union 

a) The unaffected sovereignty of the state 
• unlimited public power (including the legal power - not the right! - to break Union law) 

• unlimited legal capacity at public international law (including the capacity to leave the Union) 

• ultimate responsibility ["Letztverantwortung"] 

• ultimate control over all public power exercised on the state territory 

http://www.thomas-schmitz-yogyakarta.id/Downloads/Schmitz_AssocStates_slide1-2021.pdf
http://www.thomas-schmitz-yogyakarta.id/Downloads/Schmitz_IntroEU_diagram1.pdf
http://www.iuspublicum-thomas-schmitz.uni-goettingen.de/SupranUnion/Summary-2.htm
https://iow.eui.eu/wp-content/uploads/sites/18/2013/04/06-Von-Bogdandy-German-Federal-Constitutional-Court.pdf
https://www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/entscheidungen/es20090630_2bve000208en.html
http://www.iuspublicum-thomas-schmitz.uni-goettingen.de/SupranUnion/SupranUnion_en.htm
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b) The member states as the "masters of the treaties" 
• by amending the founding treaties they can modify or repeal any Union law 

c) The basic duty to respect, implement, execute and enforce Union law (cf. art. 4(3) EU Treaty) 

3. The basic concept of integration through law 

a) Integration based on law and the respect for law 
• parts of the substantive law of the integration directly regulated in the Treaties 

• Union confined to pass legal acts that member states must execute 

• compliance essential - even small irregularities may cause serious distortions in the internal market jeopardizing  
the integration process 

b) No coercive powers of the Union to enforce its law in the member states 
• expulsion of the member state strongest possible sanction 

c) Strong emphasis on the rule of law 
• rule of law a fundamental value of the Union (art. 2 EU Treaty) 

• prominent role of the European Court of Justice (ECJ) 
- ECJ jurisprudence most comprehensive and up-to-date collection of elements of the rule of law in the world 

• effectiveness (effet utile) dominant criterium in the dealing with Union law 

d) Subjective rights of the Union citizens 
• see Diagram 2 (from the course Introduction to the European Union) 

• personal rights that can be defended by legal action before the courts 

• fundamental rights under the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights  
- an own fundamental rights regime for the European Union 

• economic fundamental freedoms guaranteing free economic cross-border mobility of goods, services, persons, 
capital and payments 

• special rights deriving from the Union citizenship, which builds on the citizenship in a member state and 
complements but does not replace it  
- include general freedom of movement and residence and right to vote and stand as a candidate at local elections 

e) Uneasiness in parts of public law doctrine 
• reservations of some constitutional courts and a divided community of constitutionalist scholars 

• in the past reluctance in some member states to give up or adapt established solutions in admin. law 

III. The sources of European Union law 

1. Primary law 
• with primacy over secondary law 

a) Founding treaties 
• Treaty on European Union (EU Treaty), Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (FEU Treaty),  

Treaty Establishing the European Atomic Energy Community (EURATOM) and 37 protocols 

b) Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union 

c) General principles of law 

• unwritten norms, "discovered" by the European Court of Justice in the way of judicial further development of law 

• mainly aspects of the rule of law (principle of legality, principle of proportionality, legal certainty and protection of  
legitimate expectations, state liability etc.) and in the past fundamental rights 

d) Complementing customary law (rare) and general rules of international law (DISPUTED) 

2. Secondary law (cf. art. 288 FEU Treaty) 
• created by the institutions of the Union, based on the primary law 

a) Regulation 
• general rules with direct effect in the member states 

• corresponds to statutory law in national law 

b) Directive 
• general rules that need to be implemented in the law of the member states 

c) Decision 
• binding regulation in an individual case 

• corresponds mainly to an administrative decision in national law 

d) Recommendation and opinion 
• not legally binding 

e) International treaties concluded by the European Union 
• also mixed agreements concluded by the Union and its member states with a third party 

f) Other legal acts (under special provisions) 

https://curia.europa.eu/jcms/jcms/j_6/en/
https://curia.europa.eu/jcms/jcms/j_6/en/
http://www.thomas-schmitz-yogyakarta.id/Downloads/Schmitz_IntroEU_diagram2.pdf
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:12016P/TXT
http://www.thomas-schmitz-yogyakarta.id/Downloads/Schmitz_IntroEU_diagram4.pdf
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:12016M/TXT
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:12016E/TXT#d1e1588-1-1
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IV. The characteristic features of European Union law

1. The autonomy of Union law
• a distinct legal order of its own, not an annex to national law (→ ECJ, case 26/62, van Gend & Loos)

• autonomous from the law of the member states but not from their unanimous will as "masters of the treaties"

• no jurisdiction of national courts to declare Union acts invalid (ECJ, case 314/85, Foto-Frost)

• Union not bound to fundamental rights in the national constitutions

2. The direct effect of Union law within the member states
• all public authorities directly bound without intermediate national legislation (except for directives)

• in particular direct application of primary law (→ ECJ, case 26/62, van Gend & Loos) 

3. The unity of Union law
• essential for the functioning of the Union

• uniform validity and application in all member states without regard to the specific features of national law

4. The primacy of Union law over national law
• a fundamental rule of the game of supranational integration (→ ECJ, case 6/64, Costa/ENEL)

- worked out by ECJ, accepted by the institutions of the member states, confirmed by many national constitutional courts 
and honoured in all reforms

- an essential element of the "acquis communautaire" to which all new member states must agree in the Accession Treaty

• in case of conflict, authorities in the member states must not apply the national law

• conflicts may be avoided by interpreting national law in conformity with Union law (ECJ, case 79/83, Ratti) 

• national courts may ask ECJ for preliminary rulings on the validity and interpretation of Union law (art. 267 FEU Treaty;) 

• primacy in application, not in validity

• primacy even over national constitutional law (→ ECJ, case 11/70, Intern. Handelsgesellschaft), as long as the constitutional 
identity (fundamental values and ideas constituting the core of the constitution) is not affected (established jurisprudence of 

Italian, German and other constit. courts) 

V. The requirements for the implementation of European Union law in the member states

1. Demanding requirements ensuring the uniform and effective implementation in all member states
• general principles of law "discovered" by the European Court of Justice following a comparative approach with special 

regard to rule of law and effet utile

• important examples:
- duty of authorities to take coercive measures to enforce Union law (cf. ECJ, case C-217/88, vin de table) 

- duty of courts to grant interim relief to enforce Union law (cf. ECJ, case c-213/89, Factortame) 

- restricted protection of legitimate expectations in case of unlawful state subsidiaries (ECJ, case C-24/95, Alcan) 

- state liability for violations of Union law (ECJ, joint cases C-6/90, 9/90, Francovich)

- interpretation of national law in the light of directives (ECJ, case 79/83, Harz) 

- implementation of directives through legal, not administrative provisions  (ECJ, case C-361/88, TA-Luft) 

- obligation to refrain during the implementation period for the directive from taking measures liable to compromise the 
result prescribed (ECJ, case C-129/96, Inter-Environnement Wallonie)

- direct applicability of directives in favour of citizen after expiration of implementation period, if directive is uncondi-    
tional and sufficiently precise (ECJ, case 148/78, Ratti) 

2. Inevitable side-effect: Europeanisation of administrative law
• problem areas: administrative finality, right of action, interim relief, state liability

• in the 90s resistance of some German scholars, followed by critical reflexions on the domestic law
- no resistance against Europeanisation in other fields of law

VI. The debate over a constitution for the European Union
• a constitution for an association of states under public international law would be a novelty in world history

• a constitution would provide for higher legitimacy of the European Union and compensate for the reduced significance of the 
national constitutions in the integration process

• a vivid debate in the 1980s, 1990s and 2020s
- MOST EUROPEAN LAW SCHOLARS considered already the existing EC/EU treaties as a constitution which had "emerged" in the 

integration process
- MANY CONSTITUTIONALISTS objected that constitutions were reserved for states
- OWN OPINION: State-like territorial organisations can have a constitution too but a constitution cannot "emerge" in a process 

but must be given in a solemn formal act and self-identify as a constitution (this is not the case with the existing treaties)

• the failed Treaty Establishing a Constitution for Europe of 2004
- draft elaborated by a pluralistic European Convention
- rejected in national referenda in France and Netherlands in 2005

VII. The controversy about the ultimate decision on the limits of the European Union's competences
• the risk of a clash of courts in the supranational integration through law

• under the Founding treaties, the courts of the Union have exclusive jurisdiction in all matters of Union law; this includes the 
interpretation of the clauses on the competences of the Union (art. 19(1) phrase 2 EU Treaty, 251 et seq. FEU Treaty)

http://www.thomas-schmitz-yogyakarta.id/Downloads/Schmitz_Globalisation-of-Law-from-European-Perspective_ICILS2020.pdf
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=OJ:C:2004:310:FULL&from=DE
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• nevertheless, the German Federal Constitutional Court (see the Maastricht and Lisbon judgements and the Honeywell judgement of 

2010, BVerfGE 126, 286) and some other national courts (e.g. Danish Supreme Court, Polish Constit. Court) have threatened to per-
form ultra vires reviews of the Union's legal acts; in 2020 the German court has actually declared decisions of the European 
Central Bank ultra vires (see the decision on the purchase of government bonds, BVerfGE 154, 17) 

VIII. The European approach - a model for ASEAN integration? 
• This is not easily conceivable: 

- Contrary to the hopes at the beginning of the 2010s, ASEAN and its ASEAN Communities have not moved into this direction 
   in the last 10 years. 
- ASEAN is still trapped in the narrow thinking of non-interference. When I gave this lecture in 2019 at a conference of FISI- 
   POL UGM, it struck the audience like a dystopian horror movie. 

• However, is there a realistic alternative for an effective geo-regional integration that allows to master the challenges of the 
21st century efficiently? From the European perspective, ASEAN integration is so far not yet a "success story". 
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Appendix: Important decisions of the European Court of Justice on the basic concepts, the 
implementation and the enforcement of Community/Union law 

 

name year substance reference 

Van Gend & Loos 
(case 26/62) 

1963 • Community law as an independent (distinct) legal order 

• direct applicability of primary Community law 

[1963] ECR 1 

 

Costa/ENEL 
(case 6/64) 

1964 • primacy of Community law 
- also over later national law 

[1964] ECR 585 

Internationale Han-

delsgesellschaft 
(case 11/70) 

1970 • primacy of Community law also over national constitutional law1 [1970] ECR 1125 

Ratti 
(case 148/78) 

1979 • direct applicability of directives in favour of the citizen after expi-

ration of the implementation period 
- if the directive is unconditional and sufficiently precise 

[1979] ECR 1629 

Deutscher 

Milchkontor 
(joint cases 205-215/82)  

1983 • obligation of member states to implement Community law 
- application in accordance to national law; this must not, however, affect the scope 

and effectiveness of Community law 

[1983] ECR 2633 

Harz 
(case 79/83) 

1984 • national law to be interpreted in the light of the directives [1984] ECR 1921 

Foto-Frost 
(case 314/85) 

1987 • national courts have no jurisdiction to declare community acts invalid [1987] ECR 4199 

vin de table 
(case C-217/88) 

1990 • If necessary, the member states have to take coercive measures to enforce 

Community law 

[1990] ECR I-2879  

Factortame 
(case C-213/89) 

1990 • national courts must grant interim relief to enforce Community law (regardless of 

adverse provisions of national law) 
[1990] ECR I-2433  

TA-Luft 
(case C-361/88) 

1991 • no implementation of directives through administrative practice or administrative 

provisions  

[1991] ECR I-2567 

Francovich2 
(joint cases C-6/90 and 9/90) 

1991 • state liability pursuant to Community law for non-implementation of 

directives3 

[1991] ECR I-5357 

Inter-Environne- 
ment Wallonie  
case C-129/96 

1997 • precursory effect of directives: during implementation period member states must 

refrain from taking measures liable seriously to compromise the result prescribed 

[1997] ECR I-7411 

 

 

( D a t e i :  C o u r s e  m a t e r i a l  ( I n t e g r a t i o n - t h r o u g h - L a w ) )  

 
1 Since this judgement and its acceptance by the then member states, the primacy over national constitutional law constitutes a central component of the  
 acquis communautaire. Only its limits (the identity of the national constitution) are disputed. All later joining states recognized it in the accession  
 treaties as a legal condition for their membership. Nevertheless, it is challenged in the constit. jurisprudence in Greece, Spain, Poland and Lithuania. 
2 Confirmed and developed in ECJ, joint cases C-46/93 and 48/93, Brasserie du Pêcheur/Factortame, [1991] ECR I-5357. 
3 Also for incorrect implementation of directives, ECJ, case C-392/93, British Telecommunications, and for violation of directly applicable Union law,  
 ECJ, joint cases C-46/93 and 48/93, Brasserie du Pêcheur/Factortame. 


